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ABSTRACf

Determining how people identify ohjects and pictures in real

world settings is one of the major challenges in psychology. Under

normal cunditions, objects and pictures are subject to an extraurclinary

amount of variability in perceptual characteristics. Within object

categories, there are a wide variety of objects, and for any given object.

there is a wide variety of possible viewing conditions. The ease with

which people overcome the variability in the surface characteristics of

objecl~ and pictures is the phenomenon of interest here.

Current theories of object identification stress rohust

identitication procedures. By the robustness view, identification

proceeds by identifying reliable stimulus characteristics, and assigning

category on the basis of these characteristics. Idiosynchratic, stimulus

specific features are not considered a normal path to object

identitication. In abstractive theories of concept learning, this view of

object identification is often implicit, hut sometimes it is an explicit

design feature of the theory. In contrast, episodic views of concept

learning stress the use of prior items in categorization. Implicit in such

a view is that adventitious stimulus characteristics that have been used

previously to good advantage will be exploited in object identification.

This is akin to Newell and Simon's view of expertise in which the expert

adapts prior solutions to new problems rather than apply the same

algorithmic solution again. This adaptation of prior solutions to new

problems will be termed special expertise.

It is widely recognized that robust identitication procedures do .
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not exist for all object" and viewing conditions. Therefore. normal

object and picture identification is a mixture or hyhrid of rohust

procedures and special expertise. However, it is necessary to place

some empirical constraints on the contribution of special expertise to

determine whether special expertise is a special case reserved for

unusual perceptual problems or whether it is a ilurmal part of object

perception.

The following series of experiment~assesses the contribution of

special expertise to picture identification hy replicating and extending

prior work. Additional work is reported that clarities factors

potentially important to special expertise. Implications for theories of

concept learning will he discussed.
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One of the central challenges facing cognitive psychology is the

question of how people identify natural ohject~ and c1a~sify them into

conventional naming categories. People can identify the objects about them

very quickly, accurately, and without apparent effort. The central issue in

the work reported here is what kind of knowledge we must have about

object categories to produce this kind of easy ;dentification performance.

An important considemtion for any theory of object identification is

that the conditions of presentation of real world objects are subject to

considerable variability. First, there is tremendous variety within object

categories. Chairs, dogs, and trees can each have a variety of very

different appearances. Second, there is a great deal of variahility in the

manner of presentation of each individual object. Lassie in protile presents

a very different set of per~eptualproperties than does Lassie bounding

through tall gra.~s towards the viewer. The changes in orientation are

irrelevant to the categorical status of the object, but greatly affect the

int()fmation available t()f the purposes of identitication. In some way, the

system of representation must deal with these sorts of changes in perceptual

characteristics.

In addition, people often do not use all the information potentially

available in any given presentation. Consider the series of pictures in

Figure 1. This series of pictures mimics a common kind of identitication

problem. As the object emerges from behind an occlusion, more visual

information becomes available. At some point, typically before full

presentation of the ohject, identitication becomes possible. This kind of

identitication prohlem is used in the following experiments.
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Figure I: An example of
Jacoby's "Coming Around
the Corner" masking
technique.

.::.:.

The assumption hehind these experiments is that the identitication of

drawings under conditions of occlusion and variahle appearance makes

demands of the cognitive system similar to those routinely exploited in

operating in the world, and do not represent unusual skills or knowledge.
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The identification of objects without complete visual information is more

common than might be obvious. Most objects are partially or, more

commonly, completely opaque and therefore information on the far side of

an object is occluded from view and cannot be used to identify the object.

In fact, it is difficult to think of objects for which occlusion is not a

problem. Despite the near universality of occlusion, variations in the

viewpoint of the observer, and variations among different members of the

same category, object identification is fa,;t and accurate. Clearly, the

cognitive system ha~ some way of identifying objects despite the general

problem of perceptual variability.

There are two general approaches to dealing with the issue of

percepl.ual variability. The most common approach is to make

identitication primarily dependent upon robust characteristics:

characteristics that are largely invariant acros.c.; individuals within a

category and across different views of an individual. That is, identitication

would not rely upon stimulus specitic or highly variable perceptual

features. This approach of relying on "necessary and sufticient properties"

has been termed the Classical view by Medin and Smith (1984), arguing

that historically it has been the dominant approach in philosophical and

psychological discussions of category identitication.

One possible explanation for the intuition that stimulus specitic

properties are not a normal part of object identitication is that this intuition

results from our use of an alphabetic writing system. In an alphabetic

system, words are constructed from the essentially independently

recombinable components, letters. However, the alphabetic writing system

may be a poor model of how we represent object categories. In describing
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an ohject, one refers to an ohject as having legs, a hody, a nose, eyes, etc.

as if each of these object components was generic in the same sense the

letter 'e' is generic. However, it is impossible to render these sorts of

object component~ generically. Dogs have dog noses and cows have cow

noses. One could not assemble a cow hy choosing four legs from all

possible legs, a nose from all pOs"'iihle noses, a tail from all possible tails,

and so on. There is a kind of perceptual variahility not retlected in

component names. While relying only on invariances for identification

logically would deal with the general issue of variability, there are no

apparent invariances in the immediately available stimulus.

A related version of the robust features approach is to hav~

identitication depend upon invariant "deep" features related to surface

features by specitiable transformations. This approach is analogous to the

use of transformational grammars in linguistics. As an example of this

approach, Biederman and his colleagues (Biederman, 1987; Biederman and

Ju, 1988) propose a theory of object identitication hased on generic ohject

components called geons. Early perceptual processing recovers

i,nformation from the perceptual array necessary to detine the geons of an

ohject, and discards surface variahility. Geons are volumetric components

created by generalized cones. A generalized cone is the volumetric form

created by sweeping a two dimensional form along an axis through the

third dimension. For example, a simple cylinder is created by sweeping a

circle along a straight axis for some distance at right angles to the plane of

the circle.

Generalized cones can have a variety of shapes. The axis through

which the two dimensional form is swept may he straight or curved. For
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example, an arc is created by sweeping a circle IRO° along a circular axis.

In addition, the two dimensional form can change shape as it moves along

that axis. Any simple three dimensional form can be described a~ a

generalized cone or geon, and any complex three dimensional form can be

described as a collection of these geons. Since objects are three

dimensional, any object can be described in terms of geons. For example,

an arc connected to the top of a cylinder could represent a hucket, while an

arc connected to the side of a cylinder could represent a cup. See Figure 2

for an illustration of geon descriptions of objects. These collections of

geons can then be thought of as a lexicon of ohjects. By this view, each

object category is represented by a small number of geons, ranging from

one to several.

Figure 2: An illustration
of hov geons could be used
to represent objects. A simple
cylinder and an arc can be
combined to form a cup or a
pail. Each of these objects
could be defined by the same
tvo geons and their points
of attacmnent.

':'!_:
The attraction of geons is their robustness. Across changes in

orientation, all that changes in the geon description is the aspect ratio of the


















































































































































































